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College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stock

Graduates PEASE
Offered
Scholarships

ton, California, Friday, Jan. 10, 1941

Lumberman's CAMPBELL
Will
Benefits COP
News from the Comptroller's
office today revealed that Everell S. Collins, lumberman and in
dustry leader, upon his death at
a Portland hospital on December
17, had willed eight and one-third
per cent of his total California
holdings to the College of the Pa
cific and a substantial percentage
to Puget Sound College.
It is not known exactly how
much the percentage will amount
to, but it is expected that the to
tal will be made known within 90
days, at which time the state pro
bate will be completed. It is be
lieved that the donations were mo
tivated by religious reasons, as
Collins was of Methodist faith.
Collins came to the Pacific
Coast from Pennsylvania where
he entered the lumber business in
1885. Collins established the Ostrander Railway & Timber Co.
at Ostrander, Washington in 1889
building a saw mill and logging
railroad, which he operated near
ly 50 years. He also had extensive
timber interests in Oregon.
He was president of Grande
Ronde Pine Co., Pondosa, Ore
gon; Ostrander Logging Co., op
erating in Clackamas County,
Oregon; director of Ochoco Tim
ber Co., Prineville, Oregon; St.
Helens Pulp & Paper Co., St.
Helens, Oregon. He also held in
terest in a large tract of pine in
northern California. He was well
known for his religious and phil
anthropic activities, which were
widespread and outstanding.

Thirty-five Scholarships
Offered High School
and Junior College Grads

of Southern
The University
California will award National
Tuition Scholarships for the aca
demic year 1941-42 to graduates
. * « of selected accredited schools as
•
»* \
follows:
Twenty-five
National Tuition
vI
'?
MARION O. PEASE, director
Scholarships will be awarded to
high school graduates of a.c of student teaching at Pacific,
credited high schools. To be eli will act as hostess to her sorority,
gible for consideration, each can Delta Kappa Gamma, this week
didate must rank in the highest end when it convenes on the
tenth of his class in scholastic campus.
achievement and secure the
recommendation of his principal.
Ten National Tuition Scholar Delta Kappa
ships will be awarded to junior
college graduates of accredited Gamma
junior colleges. To be eligible
for consideration, each candidate Meets Here
must rank in the highest _ tenth
Mrs. Marion O. Pease will act
of his class in scholastic achieve
ment and present at least sixty as chief hostess at this week-end's
semester units of accredited col meeting of Delta Kappa Gamma
lege wdrk in addition to meeting
the requirements for advanced on the campus.
The sorority members who re
standing in the University.
Not more than one candidate side in the district will meet
may be recommended from each their southern sisters at the train
school. The selection of students
to whom these scholarships are on Saturday morning, and from
awarded will be made from a there the group will go to the
critical evaluation of the data Pease home for breakfast. First
contained on the nomination meeting of the day will be held
forms and school records sub in the S. C. A. rooms.
Mrs. Pease, who is the state
mitted by the principals.
Each scholarship is awarded founder, will act as chairman at
for the year 1941-42 and covers the luncheon to be held at the
tuition only, in any of the follow Clark Hotel. Another meeting
ing divisions of the University: at the S. C. A. rooms will follow
(1) Harris College of Architec the luncheon.
ture and Fine Arts, (2) College
JOBS WITH
of Commerce and Business Ad
ministration, (3) College of En
GOOD PAY
gineering, (4) College of Letters,
Arts, and Sciences (not including
LISTED
the School of Music), (5) College
of Pharmacy, (6) School of Edu
If you're anxious to find em
cation, (7) School of Govern
Dr. G. A. Werner, head of the ployment with good pay—keep
ment, and (8) Los Angeles Uni
versity of International Rela- Social Science Department of Pa your eyes on the bulletin board.
wns. The University does not cific, is to give five lectures on At subsequent times, vacancies
commit itself to continue a the theme "Our 1940 Heritage" for various government jobs will
ctiolarship beyond the year for beginning this evening at 7:45 at be posted and you may qualify
for the same.
'ch it is awarded.
Lewis J. Kreuger, head man of
Room and Board. The cost of the Y. M. C. A. This first series
anc* board in the residence of five forum lectures will be the government personnel board
s for the academic year held every Friday night, ending states: "There are many positions
ranges from $280 to $395. Apopen now, with many more to
February 7.
tn ™nately 5100 will be required
follow. Dates for examinations
The
World
Service
Committee
cost- °1 books, laboratorv
can also be acquired on the bulle
s' an|l other incidental of the Y. M. C. A. is sponsoring
pvn
tin board. Several positions are
expenses.
these series and the proceeds
now open, they are as follows:
tinn is, necessary that all nomina- from the 50c registration fee that Student Interviewer, Junior In
Schoi, Jiled by APril 1- 1941. will cover the five meetings, will terviewer, Collaborater for the
or h / Ps wiU be awarded on be used to promote Y. M. C. A. the Department of Agriculture,
1941"
PleaSe work in foreign countries.
address°rai,May
Right-of-Way Agent (Traffic De
cernin
correspondence conpartment), Mechanical Handy
s
prnfi these scholarships to
Man, and many others. Although
r
H
C
Willett
c
h
a
man r° " "
*
most of the before mentioned
and Studem Aid. °n Sch0larships
lobs are for business majors,
anyone may take the examina
tions. Positions of all types are
open to both men and women.

Werner Gives
Lecture Series

Seagraves' Class
tr| fers Contest

Vert >5 Public Relations and Adtj0n
class, under the direcpartj°. Kathleen L. Seagraves, is
tjSjn^'"0adn2 In a national adverchaiip c?ntest. which has been
groUnnfing tIle originality of the
ted foyouts have been submitstreet* r'ewspaper, magazine and
Pre Cat" card advertising,
visited'to t!lis work, the class
firm, ,n Francisco advertising
re actual production of
°utdoo
tisin™ r' printed and radio advern° was observed. -

C.A.A. OFFERS
SCHOLARSHIP
TO S.J.C.

Stockton Junior College has
been notified by the Civilian Pi
lot Training Service of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration that
it is eligible to offer a "Pan Am
erican College Phase" scholarship
for civilian pilot aeronautics
training.
This scholarship may be award
ed to any citizen of the 20 Latin
American countries who can meet
the qualifications under the C. AA. Civilian Pilot Training Pro
gram and who is also a regularly
enrolled student in Stockton Ju
nior College.

GIVE TO THE
WORLD STUDENT,
SERVICE FUND

J. C. 'PUPILS'
MUST SEE
ADVISERS
All Junior College students
must make appointments in the
Dean's office by Wednesday, to
see their counselors. Beginning
January 8th through January 24,
counselors will be interviewing
students. Many have already made
their appointments at the office.

No. 16

Assembly
Hears Of
Hardship
Paul Moritz Urges PSA
Help for World
Student Service Fund

Speaking softly, yet forcefully
and with a deep conviction, Paul
Moritz yesterday told C. O. P.'s
student body assembly about
other student bodies in far-off
China and of their struggle to
remain alive—physically as well
as intellectually. Appearing un
der auspices of the Pacific Stu
dent Association, he told of ex
treme hardships being under
gone by young China in keeping
alive their universities despite
the horrors of invasion.
Mr. Moritz was a 1939 college
graduate and from 1938 to 1939
MARGARET CAMPBELL, sec he was chairman of the National
retary of the S. C. A., urges stu Intercollegiate Christian Council
dents to do their bit towards —an organization of the National
contributing to the World Stu Y. W. and Y. M. C. A.'s. He was
dent Service Fund.
chosen in 1939 to act as the
N. L C. C. envoy to the Universi
ties of China—of which he vis
ited about eighty.
DESTITUTION
Arriving in China he found
circumstances of d e s t i t u t i o n
among the students—all of them
supported by the government and
exempted from military service
Juniors and seniors should —exceeding in severity any ex
bring their heads out of the dusty istent in this country. Malnutri
stacks and take heed of the world tion and lack of all but the barest
of clothing have become factors
around them, at least long which, according to Moritz, are
enough to get all prettied up for accepted by Chinese students as
Naranjado pictures. Portrait pic inevitable. Medical care is in
most cases an unheard of luxury.
tures of all juniors and seniors
Along with such poverty, he
are scheduled to be taken Wed found courage—courage to face
nesday, Thursday and Friday, each bombing of their schools,
January 15, 16 and 17, in the up retrieve whatever possible from
the wreckage then trudge hun
stairs of the SCA building.
dreds of miles to build another
Students are asked to sign for school—courage to do all this
a five-minute time period from as many as nine times.
8-12 and 1-5 for one of these three HELP FOR ORIENT
The N. I. C. C., believing that
days. A staff representative of
the Naranjado will be stationed students throughout the world
in the Main hall of the Adminis have a broad base of like inter
tration building starting Monday ests and should be given help
to help you sign for an appointed where it is needed, has founded
the World Student Fund to make
time and cross off the name of it possible for students in Europe
each junior or senior.
and the Orient to continue their
As these three days are the studies. It is hoped that this year
only time that juniors and sen the students of America will
iors portrait pictures will be ta raise $100,000 for the fund—half
ken, you are asked to make ar of it to go to European students
rangements for five minutes on and half to the Chinese. This
one of the specified days.
represents a doubling of the
previous goal, as the European
war has made it imperative that
help be forthcoming if students
in Europe are in anyway to con
tinue their education.
Following Mr. Moritz's talk a
free will offering was taken
among those present to go to
Memberships are still being ward the Far Eastern Fund, a
receied by Mrs. Marion Pease for branch of the World Fund.
the California Student Teachers' COST OF EDUCATION
The scope of the fund is tre
Association at C. O. P.
Two types of membership are mendously enlarged when it is
available. Students who will re realized that a Chinese student
ceive their teaching credentials may be entirely supported for a
in June, 1941, may become full year on but $10 while as little as
members for a fee of $1.50. Those $1 will give six Chinese students
receiving certificates after June, medical care for a year. Execu
tives have worked to pare ex
1941, may join for 50 cents.
A series of meetings beginning penses down to the barest mini
in February will extend through mum that the most people may
May, climaxing with a dinner in be aided. Mr. Moritz stresses
April. A number of hiring offi that the thing to be remembered
cials will be guests at this din in giving this money is that the
ner. Sample interviews for pros fund will be creative, in that
pective teachers will be featured. through educating these young
Last year the association had people, we help create in them
60 members. Eighty are expected the leaders of a new, more en' lightened world of tomorrow.
this year.

Juniors,
Seniors Get
"Snapped"

Two Membership
Typ es Available
In CSTA
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BREED'S CONTEMPS

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.

THROWS /
4000 SPECTATORS WKHED
HIM PERFORM IRE FEAT.

weeks.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
SI .50 A YEAR

For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager

1940

Member
ftssockifed

I hope that everyone has recovered
from their vacations enough so that the
realization that finals are only lWQ
weeks wont cause a recurrence of "after
New Years blues. ' The favorite expres„
sion heard on the campus following a
vacation is, "Did you know that—" So
it might be well to use that phrase in
surveying the events of the past three

1941

GoileSiale Press
EACH YEAR.
THE PLEDGES
OF KAPPA PHI
LAMBDA AT WESTMINSTEROTLBAE ,
ARE REQUIRED
TO MAKE 50 ••
GALLONS OF

Editorial Board
JESSIE HANNAY, News
LESLIE ICNOLES, Society
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
JEANNE DAGG, Feature
JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
FRANCES WATSON, Desk
A DELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
MISS ELEANER McCANN, Faculty Advisor

REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bowring, Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son, Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstem, Don La Moine, WUla
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita Voorhees.

OUR FUTURE ...
AND THEIRS
I was without shoes
And I murmured B . »
Until I met
A man without feet.
These gloomy, yet accurate sentiments
Are the true reflections of the situation
mow confronting students in the United
States.
The way of the scholar, laboring un
der dire mental stress, is far from an
easy one, but in a broadened perspec
tive, life for him appears to be the pro
verbial "bed of roses."
91 out of 108 Chinese Universities
destroyed.
only 45,000 Chinese students re
main. They bear the responsibility for
the future leadership of 400,000,000 peo
ple. Fifteen thousand of these students
are dependent on relief for their educa
tion.
Surely a small sacrifice could be made
in order to provide the necessities of life
to these, our brothers. Five cents pro
vides a week's shelter for one Chinese
student. One dollar gives six Chinese
students medical care for one year. Ten
dollars entirely supports one student for
a whole year.
The Pacific Student Association is
carrying on a drive to raise money for
the World Student Service Fund, and any
money donated to this cause could not be
used for a more worthy purpose.
It is the DUTY of each and every stu
dent in the United States today to make
his contribution, however small, as a
tribute to our neutrality and as a salva
tion to other students throughout the
world.
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"TVIFRE ARE 99 COLLEGES FOR MEM,
146 COLLEGES FOR. WOMEN AND'424
CO-ED INSTITUTIONS !N WS(
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL, bEGWXMM
AND NORMAL SCHOOLS "THE TOTAL IS 1.709.

STAGESTRUCK

00LLE0IANA
By Adele Scoble
SNO' FOOLIN—

What with 'ole man Winter
showing off his familiar ivhite
stuff, it's no wonder that Wash
ington State students took ad
vantage of the season and set up
In 'Forty-One
their own ski jump on the cam
More Fun,
pus. . . . BUT, we should like to
Better Plays,
know if it is any reflection on
And happier days.
their ABILITY to have it located
so CONVENIENTLY near the
A prosperous New Year to you infirmary?
for this coming year of 1941. With
Romeo and Juliet (And we have SUCH GOIN'S ON!!
It reached us recently that the
already had Talullah Bankhead)
pledges to the Kappa Upsilon
it "looks as if Pacific's Little The fraternity at Riverside junior
ater is out to establish a new high college were required to wear
in '41.
their pajamas to classes for two
And did you see THE LITTLE days. . , . Can it also be rumor
FOXES? Wasn't it scrumptuous, that several of de boys rushed
or didn't you like it? The theatre out to buy them, when they dis
"kids" were in seventh heaven covered moths had sneaked into
when Miss Bankhead and her en the ones mom packed way back
tourage arrived, and such remark when they left the old homestead
as were heard: "1 carried the fa for college.
mous black dress" (The strapless SILLY DITTY—
Mary had a little slam
job that Bank wore in the first
For everyone, and so
act, you know); "Let ME take
The leaves of her en
those pants up to Mr. Conroy."
gagement book.
"Isn't SHE beautiful?—or is she?
Are always white as snow.
and so it went, on into the night.
—Thanx Chinookian.

By

HUNI

GETTING ABOUND!

FATE
Did you know that when your turn
comes to walk up the road to those
"pearly gates," there is no getting out
0I it
at l e a s t , t h a t 's what the relatives
of four navy pilots are thinking today.
The story goes something like this, A
group of'navy men were making a cross
country flight in a large navy plane when
they ran into bad weather conditions, it
went from bad to worse and the pilot in
charge ordered the men to jump, AH
but two did, and they made a heroic
landing by setting a large sea plane
down in an inch and a half of water.
Some of the men who had jumped were
killed, but the surviving men and the two
who had brought the plane down were
picked up by a transport to be taken
home. On the way their plane missed
clearing a mountain by 15 feet, and they
were all killed. The moral of this story
is. don't worry about when your time is
to come—you haven't anything to say
about it anyway.
DID YOU KNOW
Did you know that of all the funny
stories connected with the Rose Bowl
game and the Sugar Bowl game, \\ as
when two men presented their tickets to
the usher of the Sugar Bowl at New
Orleans the usher was amazed to find the
tickets were for the Rose Bowl game in
Pasadena, California. As the usher re
fused them admission he heard one mum
ble incoherently to the other, "I t«ld ya
we grabbed the wrong train."

HUNI-cakes to Phyllis Moore,
Iowa State Teachers college
Jack Holmes and Dick Schneider campanile, which each morning
to the hospitality they tended to bongs out a musical greeting to
Clara Shuman, the wardrobe mis 8 o'clock class-goers, is made up
tress of the show. When the poor of 21,625 pounds of copper and
soul had no place to eat, these tin.
three took her to dinner, and also
before and during the show, they was Art Farey, and liis inevit
were her chief errand boys and able, "Sorry, Standing Room
•girls.
Only."
There was such a crowd to see
Just robbed a bakery, so here
THE FOXES, even the fire chief is another HUNI-cake to DeMarwas meandering around inspect cus Brown, who saw to it that
ing the various exits—was he every one of his students was able
afraid all the stories he had read to procure tickets to the show
about the leading lady were true? and then sit down.
That she might be "hot" enough
In the next downstairs produc
to start a fire on the stage?
tion in the role of director will
And didn't Clarabel Coffman be Ruth Coward (The Thete who
pull a fasty? She had Mr. Dingle knows all, but won't say nothing
to Epsilon for dinner! How could —or is that Old Man's River by
the actor eat with such pulchri line?) who will stage two plays
tude floating around? But then, written by John Dennis. The op
he has been married for 25 years uses (or is it opi?) are "The Tree'
The most dreaded week in each and has two children in college, and the "Cricket," will be seen
semester is now only two short weeks so I suppose he did not succumb February 27, 28 and March 1;
to the allures of the Epsilon si but as yet the entire cast has not
away.
been selected.
It is a time of deepest sorrow and drab rens.
Ask Max Gobel, Lois Wheeler, IN THE THEATRE
mourning. Statistics show that at this
and Allison Gossett how they
Isn't it amazing the way Jack
time the electricity bills double them
spent their respective New Years Holmes can take on and then lose
selves, coffee consumption is tripled, and —and "spent" is the word.
his extra chins where his bustle
the entire student body is doubled up in
Some thought it was scanda should be!
agony.
lous when overheard was Beth
And speaking of nothing. War
Faculty members chortle as they glee Winters propositioning Warren
fully rub their hands, preparing for the Mohr until they heard she was ren Mohr claims he was attacked
slaughter, while their "poopils" amble only bargaining for a seat for the during this last vacation by a
slowly across campus deep in meditation Bankhead show—she had to stand lamp post. Yep, it came right up
and smacked him between the
and repentance.
—by mistake.
eyes—or was it something else,
Honest, fellas, is it worth it? . . . the STANDING ROOM ONLY
Warren?
midnight oil and suffering?
Statistics
Remark of the Week: During
Speaking of Warren and lamp
also show that cramming does more harm the last day in the box-office of posts reminds me of dogs: and
than good, so why try?
the theatre \
I think his: of dogs, reminds me t
Rome wasn't built in a day, 'member? mouth to the

• IN MEMORIUM

/

HURRAH!
Did You Know that London celebrated
Christmas regardless of the fact that
the Reich bombers continued in modera
tion their nightly bombing. "Christmas."
said a placard in downtown London, is
1940 years old and Hitler is only 51. He
can't spoil our Christmas."
If shops
escaped bombing, then the sign, ' Open
As Usual" was hung outside. A tea shop
which had been bombed and lost its front
wall, advertised "More
Open Than
Usual."
Did You Know that Certain South
American Countries still show the effects
of inroads made by Italy and Germany.
When Charlie Chaplin's new picture,
"The Dictator" was given its premiere
in Chile, the show was broken up by t t
throwing of tear gas bombs and t e
shouting of Viva Hitler. After t h e agi
tators were thrown out the audience stoo
up and sang their national anthem an
the show resumed to the shouts of
angry crowd outside.
HUMOR
Did You Know that a l t h o u g h t h e Prc^
paganda machines of the dictators har
s h o w n t h e i r e f f e c t s i n t h e people ^
South America, they have not as ?
b e e n a b l e t o b r o w b e a t t h e D u t c h in ^
s u b m i s s i o n . T h e p e o p l e o f H o l l a n d ha
been making fun of the German attempt
t o c r o s s t h e E n g l i s h c h a n n e l f o r so _
t i m e , a n d t h e y o f t e n f o l l o w t h e G er m ^
armies chanting—"Swim! Swim!
re
In a book store the o w n e r h a d a pie u ,
and
of Queen Wilhelmina in his window,
he was ordered to remove it and rep a
it with one of Hitler. The owner e o .
plied with a full length picture of
f a
and around it he displayed the hook
^
famed Dutch swimming coach. "I*16
)0
of the book was: How Do I Learn
Swim.
. ^y
Something you probably do
now is that the new gym floor 100 that.
a washboard, and an old one at
The one person on the campus
^
wasn't surprised by the flooded
.j
was "The Boss" or Mr. Bava the
.
grounds keeper. For it was Mr.
^
who predicted that very thing woul * e#
pen way back last summer!! Be ^
the old man and Benny, there isn
{Te
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On The Air
By MAX GOBEli
on September 1, 1940,
\Vhen
started their trek back
students-, more books, exam
t0 Panc cuts, failures, and other
inatl° '
general pursuits of
e hundreds of thousands
K
hpre continued to excursion
^Treasure Island to oggle the
t0 i vs
These excursions cond
!i for approximately another
''nnth and a half. Then amid fanbursting lights, last minute
/line in the rapidly diminishS hours
on October 15, 1940

« &»
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Sells Out—
Miss Bankhead Plays Forceful
Role in Stage Drama
By BILL HUNEFELD
With the STANDING ROOM ONLY sign hanging ia
the entrance, Tallulah Bankhead and her cast of the
LITTLE FOXES was a complete success in Pacific's
Little Theatre last Tuesday night.
Playing to an audience that has been starved for

!• E-

Thanked their guests and bade
Lm Godspeed. A great show
had ended its hectic, somewhat
humoy two-year run—a glorious
low never to be repeated, main, because it was too costly and
the material soon would be out
dated and out moded.

INVENTORY

Alter bidding farewell, the of
ficials heaved heavy sighs and
turned around to look at their
house that recently was so full of
activity. There it stood, empty,
lifeless of humanity, but not void
of the props, furnishings, and
other accoutrements of the show
which were no good to them now;
someone else must want it The
best thing was to collect it in one
great arena and take inventory
of stock. There were office equip
ment and supplies, home ware and
furnishings, restaurant supplies,
technical equipment, garden im
plements, and botanical varieties
of all sorts.

ACTION
Back at Pacific we were going
through our second midterms in
the Junior College and getting
cur cinch cards in College of Pa
cific. In the Little Theatre office
— also the office of the Campus
Studio—John Crabbe was looking
over an announcement of the
West's greatest auction. His eyes
scanned the list and stopped at
technical equipment. Down the
list went Mr. Crabbe's two glim
mers and again stopped. Stopped
hard and long. Wham There was
something. And in the vernacular,
John hot-footed his frame down
to the bay area and onto Treas
ure Island. Auction began on ra
dio equipment and finally on
John's little dream—yet not so
little, dreams are in your head
and John Crabbe's head is not ov
erly large. However, there was a
lot of talk and bickerings and ang
°f deals, But the diretcor of
Pacific's radio activities triumphed. Well, what was this gem; this
dream ?
modern equipment
A week later a transport van
foiled up to the Little Theatre's
ackdoor. Out came big black ob
jects. SOUND EQUIPMENT No,
Jjot ordinary sound .equipment.
J! was highly specialized and
I'Klern. its design is identical to
at employed in the most modrn radio equipment. The equip
ment consists of: 1. Soun dffects
0 e with three turn tables and
Ur,p'c'ouPs > 2. Mounted speaker
Door unit with a regular
d '
< and aut°mobile door; Work
n er; and 5. telegraphy key.
sir> no longer does the
e
on
^0<^f-s man have to knock
clos 6 Studio do°r, open it, and
hear
i°n8er do we have to
sound °f an approaching
ear h
one 6ar ** stop' and have some
PerepC°me °Ut °* ** without the
To t n 'e sound of a car door,
"fe u y°U the truth> every time
Sed an automobile on radio
<Conti<l
nued on page 5, column 5)

outstanding road shows and le *
gitimate performances on local Birdie, his wife, were convincing.
stages, Miss Bankhead captivated
A pathetic figure, with a dream
an appreciative crowd. It has of regaining her old home plan
been many years since a travel tation, Lyonette, and also being a
ing show has received the whole mother to Regina's daughter—
hearted support of the townspeo this was Marie Carroll. So well
ple; and it is hoped that with the did she do, that in her final scene
LITTLE FOXES success, many she received a hearty applause
more such programs will be per- from the audience.
suaded to make Stockton a stop- j MORE BOUQUETS
ping place.
Fronak Conroy as Horace Gid
dens, the invalid husband of the
UNSUBTLE WEALTH
Believing that the rich don't spiteful Regina, was commanding
have to be subtle, Miss Bankhead in every one of his scenes; and
as Regina Giddens turned in a for the brief, but vital, few mo
compelling and forceful perform ments he was present on the stage
ance. As Regina believed that a he showed his great skill and dex
person should either be a "nigger terity that have always been his
or a millionaire," she ruthlessly for a performance.
Alexander Giddens, Eugenia
set out to become a millionaire—
for she didn't have to worry about Rawls, though sweet and simple,
made her role stand out with her
the other.
Being so attractive in a revolt freshness and charm. She had a
ing sort of way, it is no wonder wistfulness and poignancy about
that many spectators were heard her and every time she entered
to say, "A Scarlet O'Hara in the set, she seemed to soften the
Is this a sneak preview of ROMEO AND JULIET? wolf's clothing," and "She's noth action—or ma'ie it more harsh
These dancers were snapped in romantic pose at Manor ing more than a lady masquerad with her presence.
Hall's recent winter formal at the Hotel Stockton.
Dan Duryea seemed to be a lit
ing as a tramp."
As a clever, scheming business tle too old for the young part he
woman, yearning to "live in Chi portrayed, yet in his last scenes
cago," Regina heartlessly sweeps he seemed to grasp his role more
aside her two brothers, hurries firmly and was much better.
January 27-31 (Incl.), 1941
Lee Baker as William Marshall,
the death of her husband, and at
Class ordinarily meets:
tempts to ruin the life of her the southern gentleman, who was
Daily, M. W., W. F.,
Has Examinations:
daughter.
M. W. F. 8:00
Monday
8:00-10:00
(Continued on page k, column 5)
APPLAUSE
M. W. F. 8:55
Tuesday
10:00-12:00
The duo brother act—Oscar and
M. W. F. 9:50
Wednesday 10:00-12:00
M. W. F. 10:15
Thursday
10:00-12:00
Benjamin Hubbard—were Carl |lf you want a job—M. W. F. 11:40...
Friday
10:00-12:00
Benton Reid and Charles Dingle,
1 Secretarial
M. W. F. 12:35
Friday
12:00- 2:00
respectively. Mr. Dingle, even for
M. W. F. 1:30
Thursday
8:00-10:00
1 Civil Service
all
of
his
rascalness,
was
a
lov
M. W. F. 2:25
Tuesday
8:00-10:00
1 Higher Accountancy
able
scoundrel;
not
afraid,
as
a
M. W. F. 3:2.1
Friday
8:00-10:00
typical Yankee, to cheat and rob |Fre6 employment service.
TTh
8:00
Monday
2:00-4:00
T Th.
8:55 .!
Tuesday
2:00-4:00
his southern kinfolk. He was out
T Th
9-50 '
Wednesday 2:00-4:00
standing in every one of his
T Th'
11-40
1
Monday
10:00-12:00
scenes, and was outshone only by
T Th
1>:35
Monday
12:00- 2:00
(Sinice 1896)
the star, herself.
1M : : : : : : : : : :
Thursday
2:00-4:00
Mr. Reid as the brother who| School of Business
Q.AK
.....Friday
2.00- 4.00
T ti.
rr T h
V20
Wednesday 8:00-10:00
was always the "fall guy" was § California at Weber
World Today (C.O.P.)
Wednesday 4:00-6:00
not as pleasing in his role, as a
Stockton
business man; but his scenes with iuimiw
If any one hour course presents conflict in examination
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between class

Schedule of Final Examinations

| Humphrey's

If examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
ination hour corresponding to any of the regular laboratory
hours may be chosen or it may be given in the last regular
Ubor^ory^nwL^ ^
Qr
p
wU1 have the final
examination at the regular tour during examination week.
Certain students may have an excessive number of exam
inations on the same day under this examination scliedule.
Instructors of multiple section courses are urged to ask
their students whether or not they have as many as four
eK-ininitions on any one day, and if such cases are found,
to ease the situation by having such students take the exam
ination on some other day with another section of the course.

"IROX
FBI. - SAT.
COMEDY HIT!

SIERRA
; ; « THEATREiss3

tt THE AWFUL
TRUTH"

"Big Toivn Czar

Is The Sterling's
New Assortment of

Beige Polo Classic Coats

14.95 to 17.95
Oatmeal Coats

SUN. - MON.

Lavish With Wolf or Fox Fur Coilars

SUNDAY

SPENCER

DANA ANDREWS • WARD BOND
XAROLD HUBER • C. HENRY GORDON

NANCY

TRACY-KELLY-GREENE^

FRED A been

TV Kh Rochester

of the Campus

Ilnrt Maclaue - Tom Brour,.

JACK BENNY

NEIGHBOR"

\

And the New Luxurious

Carr Grant - Irene Dunne
—Also—

L Y N N
• BARI

LOVE THY

The Talk

-AIHO—
((

His Double Life"

Roland Young — Gillian Gish
Monday: FREE to the Ladies

Priscilla Parker Cosmetics
Adults 20c

—

Children 10c

29.95 to 49.95

AND

Harry Langdon

Set the Style!
In the Smartest Coats
of the Season
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Holiday Time,
And Many Engagements

Pacific Ave Shops
For Corsages.with
that College Swank
SEE

SHERWOOD NORTON'
OR CALL 2-6550

College Flower
Shop

SHOP
ON PACIFIC
AVENUE
"Its Handy"

2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-6550

Milkshakes
...10c Plate Lunch
...20c
Golden Waffles ....15c Fried Apple Pie ....10c
Donuts 30c per Dozen

Mrs. Holmans Donut Cake Shop
1603 PACIFIC AVE.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food It Always Good"
SKRVIJMS mopoppr, LUNCH <utd WNMER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Welcome
Back to School and
to

PAUL'S ASSOCIATED SERVICE
Paelf!« and Walnut

Dial 2-9224

Holiday time just naturally»cakes in which the ma_ of excitement, but the betrothed were moldS I
means lots
thislast'vacafion was better than to learn of the engagenYY
"Your Neighborhood
^
ever due to engagement an the Baxter and Farley
ar
Jeweler"
nouncements by several Pacifi- the family of Mr. L p As «l
of Lodi.
' hley
cites* , *
Miss Baxter, who is now
At her home in Richmond, ing in Ripon, was an art h"
Frances Newcomb announced English major while she J m
her engagement to Victor My- Pacific. She was active \T at
ers, a graduate of Stockton work about the campus ana .ln
2047 PACIFIC AVE.
Little Theater. Her sororitvY e
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry Junior College.
y
At the announcement party, Alpha Theta Tau.
Mr. .Farley is now the a«
Make your Christmas shop the bride-to-be, wearing an or
ping easy with our layaway chid to which her engagement tant manager of a migrant
ring was tied with ribbons, sur near El Centre. He was pr*f
plan.
prised her friends. Several stu dent of the student bodydS
dents of the college attended. very active in debate. His lra
They were Beverley Hills, Bar ternity was Omega Phi
No definite date has been
bara Bowie, Annette Gibson, Vir
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
ginia James, Genevieve deOng, for the wedding, but it will dY.
sibly be sometime this summer
and Jean Wieberts.
BOB'S
*
*
*
Frances, a junior at Pacific, is
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Gingerbread hearts bearing the
the daughter of Mrs. Ruth A.
Newcomg of Richmond, and Mr. names "Jeanette" and "Bill" an
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
D. A. Newcomb of San Fran nounced the engagement 0f
cisco. She will complete this Jeanette Shepard and Wiliiam
semester's work. The couple, Folwell. The occasion was
who met here at college, plan New Year's Eve party given bv
TRY THE—
to "middle-aisle" it sometime in Olive Clark Stone for the be
trothed couple.
May.
rjisAfttCt:
"Vic," former track star, is
Jeanette, after attending the
the son of C. L. Myers of Middle- Stockton Junior College, has
ton. After graduating, he took been living in her home town
a position with the Almaden Oakland.
Corporation in San Jose.
Her fiance is from Berkeley
CHINESE, AMERICAN
having attended the University
LUNCHES — DINNERS
Betrothal news made headlines of California before going to the
during the holidays, for it was in University of Nevada where he is
"Whs Taste Will Tell"
this manner that Eva Francis, now.
Ph. 3-4461
S»14 Pacific Are.
College of Pacific student last
Plans for the couple's marriage
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
spring, announced her engage are indefinite, as they will wait
ment to Frederick Svihus. News till Bill has finished school.
• • *
paper headline announcements
were used to reveal the tidings at
At her home here in Stockton
a buffet supper given at the Marian Lewis announced her be
home of her parents.
trothal to Fred Ballew Jr. The
Eva is the daughter of Mr. announcement came as a climax
New Stock of Fiction, and Mrs. Roy Noel Francis of to a family dinner party on
Non-Fiction and
San Francisco. She is a graduate Christmas Eve when one of the
Children's Books
of Miss Hamlin's school in that guests noticed the tidings which
city, from which she went to the were placed amongst the decora
RENTAL LIBRARY
University of California before tions.
her semester here.
Marian, the daughter of Mr.
2101 Pacific Avenue
Her husband-to-be is the son of and Mrs. S. F. Lewis of Stockton,
Stockton, California
Mr. Richard Svihus of Redwood is a sophomore here at the
junior college.
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m. City.
The couple plan to be married
Her fiance is also from Stock
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
in the late spring.
ton, having graduated from the
*
*
»
Stockton Junior College last
At a informal Christmas day June. He is now employed in
dinner Miss Artelle Baxter and Oakland.
Mr . Erwin Farley announced
The betrothed couple's plans
their engagement with ice-cream are as yet indefinite.

KING
Jeweler

The Bookmark

HOBBS
BATTERIES
Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLET E. BUSH
SHELL SERVICE
2302 PACIFIC AVE.

WHEN YOU
WANT TO
STUDY GO TO
SCHOOL

WINTER SPECIAL
Student
Hot Lunches and
Dinners

But when you feel like relaxing—and having a bite
to eat, or a coke go where your college friends will

CR6flm

probably be—at the Delta.
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

© lunches

For Satisfying Haircuts

ice cream
c a ndi es
1928 Pacific Ave.

Union Oil Products
Dial 7-7095

ml

MENTION THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

Gym Floor
Gets WetWashboard
Water, Water everywhere
(Not a drop to drink);
Let's install a cooling system
And have a skating rink.
While the remainder of the
campus buildings were content to
remain idle and rest over the
holidays, the new gym, with the
aid of that fickle old gal, mother
nature, co-operated to add a new
and startling feature to an al
ready diversified gymnasium
floor, namely an overabundance
of moisture.
TRAGIC DISCOVERY
First discovery of the watery
tragedy was made the day after
Christmas when Doe Breeden
slid the door back on its rollers
and beheld the vast expanse of
floor transformed into a shining
lake of water. After adding a
few of his tears to the already ris
ing tide, he investigated and dis
covered a leak in the back exit
door in the rear of the gym.
According to "Doc" a iarge
amount of water had accu-mu
lated behind the building dur
ing the heavy downpour of the
night and had seeped under
the door. Although the gym
floor is below the ground level
it is protected by its heavy con
crete walls through which no
water could possibly penetrate
WORK PROCEEDS
Although the water covered a
large part of the floor only a few
small sections were damaged
enough to require replacing,
workmen notched the floor for
several
pjetely sanded later to restore
the sm< i surface Renair

"Little Foxes"
Sells Out
(Continued from page 3)

the intended victim of the two
brothers, was a handsome and
dashing southern gentleman. The
north could use more of his type.
MAMMY!
The two colored servants, Addie
and Cal, were Abbie Mitchell and
John Marriott, and added more
than just local color to the story.
Addie was the typical southern
mammy, looking out for weak
and helpless daughter of Reg>nd
—Alexandra Giddens.
The setting was entirely iT*
keeping with the mood of the
drama, and the direction was
smooth and finished.
No doubt with so many t^5a,r'
goers leaving The Little Fo*Tues. night completely satisf' •
Stockton perhaps will be able ^
secure other outstanding at'ra
tions for the future. Let's L
so, for with the fine support e
denced by Tuesday night's crL £j
other road shows can not a
to pass up Stockton when it co to filling out their itinerary.

Loomis Heads
Mardi Gras

ted
Dick Loomis was aPP0'"^.
weekly meeting of the ex-e
mitt
PC The group
p-rnnn also defer
mittee.
action on publication of mss.
the yearly literary magazineIt was decided to hold a ]arl
PSA dance after the sale of dent body cards.
-

UK*

Page

(USICIANS

SOCIETY
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

fouw

RHIZOM1A BOOMS!

••Huflhie" 'n A'
Ittend Frat
Meeting
most Pacific students
0ie rmng or enjoying the
holiday season, PresiffirisWas «Hughie" Long, and
<FntCla/Councilman Albert Milfor Cleveland, Ohio,
coiiege of

the

Tough Beta Pi Chapter
FacifiCun Alpha Sinfonia, nation
^iy m«sic fraternity, at
fennial national convention.

preaching Cleveland, their
c lasted from early morning
US
_ ; _U4. Iiriih
days
at night
with nffmifll
official

many dinners and conIt was before a business
L that A1 Miller gave a rert of the Pacific chapter and
f many activities. The local
aster stood high in achieve
ment among the other chapters.
Here were over a hundred rep
resentatives from the chapters
,s' Well as national officers.
•Hughie" and A1 had the oppor
tunity of meeting many celebriin the field of music, as hon
orary members and deans of other conservatories.
Although the Music Teachers
National Association, and the Am
erican Musicologist Society were
convening in Cleveland at the
same time, their own activities
kept the Pacific representatives
within their own convention. Pe
ter Dykema, outstanding musical
educator and Dr. Warren D. Al
len of Stanford University were
our representatives choice as the
outstanding speakers of the con
vention. The final ritual of the
convention found our own Clay
ton Long sharing in the honors
as pianist.
business,

Joyce and Howie
Are Betrothed

Dawn
Announces
Engagement

Jhree Debate
^Debat?6 t6amS °n the Pa"
'5'Ping fil ®q"ad are diligently
s ad remodeling
hdefsaoa* Three-daT &S they Participate in
^akcrsfieiri spa?ch tournament at
Thursday, Fri% and Safi
at,indi
day- Senior teams
np
Biddick, and
t'kn gr„„ ?e
e
Kenneth u'
Mogan and
s Eu<r« astln- A freshman
Egbert and Milton
Renting
- represent Stockton

f If

for

JEWELERS

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
890 S. California

Bravo & McKeegan's Great

Annuel Store-Wide

JANUARY
SALE
o f Edgerton and Nunn-Bush

SHOES

Every style and every size is represented in this
Annual January Sale. Further . , , nothing has
been changed, but the price and ... equally as
important . . . prices may never be so low again.
Now 4.95 to 5.85

NUNN-BUSH SHOES . . . Now 7.45 to 9.85

All Genuine White Buck - - 8.95

THE WIDER
Jtnet

STOCKTON

Now that you're back to school

friendship

don't forget
Gay "Lil' Abner" Yokum's

%JEWELERS
Haas & Sons
w

E. Main St.

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

390 But Mala Street

$Y$o

bracelets

425

FRIEDBERGER 'S
Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

EDGERT0N SHOES

Campus
Oxford

>4C ;<*i

r Hearts

The girls of Manor Hall are
planning a radio sport dance to
be held in the lobby of their hall
tonight from nine until one. The
theme will be worked around the
winter motif, and the lobby will
be fixed to represent a winter
sports lodge.
The decorations committee for
the affair will be under the direc
tion of Claire Sandrock. She will
be assisted by Berta Stringer,
Mary Shays, Thelma Dow and Do
rothy Fairchilds. The committee
for the dance bids includes Doris
Johnson, Ruth Lippert, Norma
Cleveland, Lorraine Ingram, Vir
ginia Young and Helen Jensen.
Patrons and patronesses for the
dance will include Dr. and Mrs.
John Arnold, and Dr. and Mrs.
Alan Waldo.

stage we used the same roadster
without top or door.
Back on the serious side; Paci
fic should be proud to come into
possession of the equipment and
to have an aggressive director in
Pacific's radio in the person of
John Crabbe. This will enable ra
dio stage and other productions
a wider range of possibilities with
a greater and broader horizon for
the future. Figures of the cost
here does not count. All we can
say is that it was at considerable
expense and yet less than it orig
inally would have cost and less
than we could hope to build any
like equipment that approached
this material. John Crabbe and
those who made this possible, we
thank you and we salute you

nual Rhizite "Hell Dance" just before vacation and got
this natural shot of the Rhizites and there gals busy Singers from 15 states and two
with a bit of jiving to Jimmy Brown's hot Negro band. foreign countries make up the
Students facing the camera are Ham Briggs, Jimmy 118-voice chapel choir at CarleSmith, and in the background is Harry Tovani.
ton college.

Climaxing the annual Christ
mas Eve party at Mu Zeta Rho,
the traditional box of candy was
passed announcing the engage
An announcement at a family
ment of Miss Joyce Wiggins to
dinner on Christmas Day served
Mr. Howard Hansbrow.
Miss Wiggins is a graduate of to tell of the engagement of
Dawn Zuckerman and Carl SteinSalinas Junior College. Her home
is in Salinas. She is president of hart.
Dawn is a junior here at Pa
AWS and is a member of the se
nior women's honor society. Her cific, and a member of Alpha
Theta Tau sorority. She is the
sorority is Mu Zeta Rho.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Mr. Hansbrow is a graduate of Zuckerman of Stockton. Her
Stockton Junior College and of town sorority is Lambda Theta
the College of Pacific. He is doing Phi.
graduate work at Pacific now.
Her fiance is a graduate of
His fraternity is Rho Lambda Stanford, and, at present, is with
the Continental Can in Stockton.
Phi.
No definite date has been set Carl is a sports enthusiast as is
FAMOUS
Dawn.
Our friends, "Hughie" and A1 for the wedding, but it is schedul
The couple's plans are indefin
ed
for
sometime
in
July.
™ the opportunity to hear the
ite, but they expect to be married
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra in
soon after Dawn graduates from
the famous "acoustically perfect"
Nu Epsilon Tau Tau, honorary the college.
verance Hall. They were also inter-sorority group at the Uni
An 8,000-volt atom smashing
Ji attendance at the Cleveland versity of Texas, is promoting a
Music Hall on New Year's Eve to national campus knitting cam machine is under construction at
the University of Notre Dame.
ear Alec Templeton in concert. paign to help the Red Cross.
1
ist
of
hon
hJ 1 ?J
°fary memlimlr
organization will be
Wau ™Ch narncs as Charles
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
Peter '1 Cadrnan- Holliss Dann,
a
Ru
Howard L
'
dolph- Ganz,
and rl ,anson' Albert Spalding
Leopold Stokowski.

'earns in
Wney

(Continued from page 3)

Columbia university has com
pleted its new $75,000 theater,
WEEKLY photographer dropped in on the an known as Brander Mathews hall.

until late

k

ON THE AIR

Manor Half
To Become
Winter Lodge

JFF-.

SEASIDE SERVICE

244 W. Harding

Dial 2-9446

Br»/5 & McKIIQAN
•for men — for boys

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

' Hi lM
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Brown; Bacon
Share
Spotlight
The third faculty recital of the
season next Tuesday evening
will feature Horace L. Brown,
violinist, and Allan Bacon, organ
ist.
The program is as follows:

I.

Symphonie Espagnole
Lalo
First Movement
MR. BROWN
Beatrice Walton Bodley at
the piano.
H.
Choral in A Minor, Cesar Franck
MR. BACON
Spanish Dance No. 8, .. Sarasate
Serenade Espagnole
Chaminade-Kreisler
Pantomime
da Falla
Hora Staccato ... Dinicu-Heifetz
MR. BROWN
IV.
Prelude
Clerambault
Canyon Walls
Clokey
Elfes
......
Bonnet
Soeur Monique
Couperin
Toccata on "O Filii et Filiae"
Lvnwood Farnam
MR. BACON
January 24—
Thirteenth Annual
B A N D
F R O L I C
Robert B. Gordon, director.
The Year's Most Popular
Program
Admission 25c

Sophs Join Pacific Alumni OLSON
Council
Tri-Bete
Wednesday Meets
Beta Beta Beta, honorary bio
logical society held its regular
meeting last Wednesday in Web
er Hall. At this meeting junior
college students who have a high
standard of scholarship and are
interested in biology were taken
in as associate members. These
students are Marjorie Watson,
Ruth Adelia, Margaret Boston,
Ruth Kuramoto, Nathan Cohen,
and Donald Jonte.
During the remainder of the
evening .the group worked over
its collection of specimens. The
goal of the group is to set up a
museum of natural history of the
fauna of the San Joaquin area.
"At the close of the evening ice
cream and cake were served.

Cosmopolitans
Disc uss
isei

DEATH KNELL
TOLLS TOO
SOON

By HERM SAPIRO

The new year is starting out
under a pall as far as swing is
concerned.
Until the ASCAP
BMI feud is settled, our type of
music will be set back plenty
Some of the leading bands in the
nation have refused to play over
The Nisei they are called in the networks until the ban on
their own tongue.
ASCAP tunes is lifted. Your Cut
They are the Japanese born in
ter isn't taking sides on the mat
America and their problem is
how to make a place for them ter because there is much to be
selves in an environment that is said for both of the organizations
not of old Japan and not com concerned. However, something
pletely of the America around had better be done—and quick
them? How are they to make The latest beef concerns the net
their way financially when there works' rule that prohibits any
are so few of their own people sort of instrumental improvisa
among whom they can practice tion on all broadcasts. Can you
the professions and trades?
gates imagine what would hap
Interested in this problem are pen if this rule were stroctly en
the members of the Cosmopolitan forced? We shudder to think
Club. They want to find the of it.
real problems facing the Nisei
01 America and the way in which BEST BAND
The best band on the Pacific
they may help these JapaneseAmericans.
Coast at the present time is Duke
To accomplish this they are Ellington's aggregation, playing
conducting a series of panel dis at the Casa Manana in Culver
cussions on the subject: The City. We don't get much of a
Place of the Japanese American chance to appreciate the Duke's
in Society. This coming Monday artistry out here in the West be
afternoon at 4:15 in the §. C. A. cause he's seldom out this way.
four of the Nisei will debate The Ellington crew has done a
the problem, thus starting the
great deal in bringing swing to
Club off on what it believes will
he a fruitful and interesting in its present peak.
Hal Kemp's tragic death repre
vestigation. Remember the time
Monday, 4:15 p. m. in the S. C. A sents a great loss to modern
dance music. The Kemp style
has always been in a class of its
own, and it has never been sue
cessfully cdpied by any other
band. The loss of their leader
The highlight of Dr. Tully C. will be a terrific handicap to the
Knoles, College of Pacific presi Kemp outfit. It just seems that
dent, speech to the High 12 Club a band without a name doesn't
prophesied that the Nazi attack stand a chance of remaining at
on Eire might be a possible cause the top. As an example, take the
of the United States' entry into case of Artie Shaw's fine crew
World War II.
after Artie got mad and took off
"If Hitler alienates Ireland, for Mexico. The band lasted a
and if Ireland opens her ports to couple of months under the baton
the British, the United States will of George Auld (who, by the way,
get in the World War" were the is playing tenor sax for Benny
words with which he expressed Goodman at the present time),
his views that the alienation of and then the members went their
Ireland may be a psychological separate ways. Bob Allen, the
blunder causing the United States' Kemp band vocalist, is the prob
entry, as the submarine warfare able choice to front the outfit.
was in the last war.
Here's hoping they make a go of

Knoles Prophesies
Possible Outcome

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by

-ftssnciaffuj Women's Students
L.

WH

A meeting of the Pacific Alum
ni Council will be held on the
campus on Sunday, January 12.
Following a dinner in Anderson
Hall, the council will plan sev
eral events to take place under
the auspices of the Alumni Asso
ciation during the next two
months.
Among matters to be discussed
will be a district meeting of the
American Alumni councils which
will be held on the College of the
Pacific campus on February 2,
the new alumni fund project for
1941, commencement reunion and
Homecoming dates, and various
teas and receptions in Northern
California cities.
Attending the meeting will be
Alumni Secretary Robert E.
Burns, Alumni Living Endowment
Director Charles Warmer, and all
twelve of the alumni council mem
bers.

You can start any time now
feeding some extra vitality to
those important cells in the
cranium known as "grey mat
ter"—and all but the freshmen
know this is no pipe dream.
Why all the fuss you ask?
Well, it's this way—finals are
just around the corner once
more!
The week of January 27-31
has been selected to shoulder the
honors of being the grind week
—and that's not far off!
Be it known now that no
WEEKLY will be published the
"black" week.

Alpha Thetes
Meet for Tea

FORTY-IMINE DRUG CO.
Main & EI Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite. Ph. 2-5143

Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

English
Majors
Speaker for the meeting
°
^
English
majors un
on Wert°ftll!
evening,
.,„6, .aiiudry
January 15,
15 win
wil, h ^
ert Bartlett Haas, who h ^
cently lectured to'sever,,1 te.
en%
siastic groups here

--M-t

CLAIR C. OLSON, chairman
of the College of Pacific Eng
lish department, welcomes Engglish majors to a meeting fea
turing Robert Haas as speaker.

Education
Course
Publicized
The College of the Pacific's
education department received
notable recognition in the Janu
ary '41 issue of the Curriculum
Journal.
A resume of the department
received notable recognition in
the January '41 issue of the Cur
riculum Journal.
A resume of the department's
activities was printed, and due
recognition awarded Dr. J. W.
Harris and Mrs. Marion O. Pease
of the education department, and
Mr. Wendell P. Hawkinson of
Woodrow
Wilson
Elementary
School.

Bacon Speaks to
Merced Club

LITERARY TRADITION
In
v.;„ sublet
.
In discussing
discussing his
1'4'
itinns in
ditions
in Cnr.t...
Contemporary r '"ir,
ture," he plans to contrast
trude Stein, James J0vcp
Y
vwi
S. Eliot, pointing
out
their
^
°
' meir r
in the
the nineteenth
in
nineteenth century °°'i
their paths in the twentieth 3,1
haps indicating some pai*|fr'
15 H
music and naintina
painting.
A Stockton man, he graduate.
from the University of Calh<w
where he is now workine fr3
Doctor's degree. He received
Master's at the University 0f rv
cago, his thesis on Gertrude Stri
It was Mr. Haas who obtains
the Stein story, "Is Dead" whil
Scroll and Stylus published in J
year's magazine MSS. He is th
author of a comprehensive nr'
face for Miss Stein's latest book.
"What Are Masterpieces," puJ
lished in October, and has forssv.
eral years carried on an exten!
sive correspondence with her
OBTAINS STORY
An engaging and versatile con.
versationalist and speaker, Mr,
Haas has numerous friends in the
world of writing, among them
Thornton Wilder.
This last Sunday he lectured on
Picasso to an appreciative aud
ience at the local museum.
Ruth Comfort Mitchell has been
asked to speak at the next meet,
ing of the group, at which time
each member will be privileged
to bring a guest.

University of Cincinnati recent,
Allan Bacon of the Pacific Con ly received gifts totaling more
servatory of Music was in Mer than $43,000.
ced Tuesday to present a lecture
recital on "The Psychology of Mu
For
sic" at the atfernoon meeting of
the Merced Woman's Club.

Gathering at the St. Francis
Connecticut college recently ob
Hotel in San Francisco on De
cember 28, several Alpha Thetes served its twenty-fifth anniver
met to have tea and compare sary.
notes on their days of vacation.
Those who attended were Lois
Fenstermacher, Bette Meyer, Su
zanne White, Leslie Knoles, Rose
mary Wherry, Jackie Parker,
Ruth Coward, and Alice Boyer.
it because they're too good to
lose.
CROSBY COMING
Don't miss the Bob Crosby crew
when they play out at the Grove
next Wednesday night. Some of
the finest instrumentalists in the
game will be showing their wares,
including Jess Stacy at the piano,
Bob Haggart on base, Eddie Miller
on tenor sax, Muggsy Spanier on
trumpet, Ray Bauduc on drums,
and Hank d'Amico on clarinet.
That's really an AU-American
line-up in any language.

Evening f 0 |

A HAPPY
NEW YEAR

Uncle Heine says that
if you want a happy
new year, keep your
conscience clear, and
buy your textbooks
other supplies at the
College Book Store,
and remember we are
also your service sta
tion for sending tele
grams, express, photo
work, supplies, and we
are also your post of
fice substation No. 6.

Expert Repairing
of

Watches
Jewelry
J. Glick & Son
Jewelers Since 1876
XWJ E. Main St.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative

100 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

"On the Campus For You"

Buy Now and

SftVe 0B

SUITS
O'COATS

Grant
at Weber

Dial
2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
Ml! I PB WAYC

nr\

RAINCOATS
SHIRTS
SLACKS
CORBV0

ETC.

Show 'em First YoS
*&TYL£ JiTORE f°h

g

« l*T (tl
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j ^rTAN sets pace

If

THRELFALL BROS.

P

INTPL G>IRIRT0 FAG?

SEMI-ANNUAL

BOB CONAWAY, Editor
Mil

Bengal Quintet
Has Win Streak

SALE

Chapel of Oaks Squad U p s e i
Basketeers Last Week
Undefeated until they met up with line Chapel-Oaks
team of Berkeley, Coach Ralph Francis' basketball quin
tet enjoyed, a win streak that went cm to four consecu
tive games, taking all comers in stride until last Satur
day night.
In the Sun Lumber contest the*—*•*
Bengal five mixed with former up to meet, again on Saturday
college stars of the southern part December 23. They dumped un
of the state and soundly thumped ceremoniously W'hittier College
them on their "punkin haids", 50- in a dark alley 30-23, with "Trig
24. Bob Nikkei dropped 11 in the ger" Momagami shootin" Teben
basket for high point honors.
bulls eyes.
2-POINT WIN
' Up to this time the quintet was
The Tigers next encounter came on the beam, but they forgot to
when they met a barnstorming reckon with the Chapel-Oaks who
New Mexico State team, and caught the Tiger five-some with
again
they staggered the invaders out their claws arid blew the Ben
Pacemaker of the "hot" San Jose Spartan basketball
gal fuse, short circuiting them by
olntet is lanky DICK UHRHAMMER. He participated in a hotly contested battle 29-27. a 34-40 score. Monagan sputtered,
Sherwood
Norton
emerged
as
the
1 the Bengal-Spartan series last year and has led his
high point scorer with 9 digits. phffted 10 points in the bucket be
^mniates to victories over the Utah Aggies.
Ed Page of the Teachers flipped fore the lights went out.
10 through the webbed net for the
visitors.

IF

THIS BE BIS

EX-EDITOR EXPRESSES
HIS VIEWS ON
"BIG-TIME" SCHOOLS
By GREGG PHIFER

TIME—

have you turned the picture over?
Have you seen the shabbiness be
hind the tinsel?
Big Time schools make football
more a profitable business than
a sport. Replacing the tight-knit
cheering section along the 50yard line, student rooters are
scattered through the stadium.
Baldheads,
many
acquiring
"school spirits" from bottles, have
bought the best seats from scalp
ers. Scalpers gamble on a winning
team—if it does, they clean up;
if it doesn't, they either sell at a
loss or are stuck.

IThe following article was
mitten by ex-editor
Gregg
fkifer, now taking a
post
jradwte course at the Univerlitp of Iowa. His denunciation
if big time football follows an
htendance of only four months
« the mid-western
school,
nifer attained the
highest
ichclastic record of any Pacific
Ment upon his graduation last REVERSES

Spring.J

There's magic—and gold—in
them thar words. For Mr. Foothll Fan they spell giant stadi
ums, crowds measured by tens of
thousands, network broadcasts,
rolorful bands—oh yes—and the
Wre, tour deep.

EMORIES

But after a victory like that
over Notre Dame, Iowa-er- "cele
u °f "le "Big Nine'" brates." Monday was skip day.
r
«l kv n er iron men, coach- Long chains of yelling students
Proud' nnkr" E<ldie Anderson, raced through academic buildings
breaking up classes whose cour
of a giant redshirt
hcottjjjh u fn<1 the brilliant ageous (or foolhardy) professors
hlg
ghlanders—Iowa is sought to lecture. In one room
where innocent engineers were
taking an examination, excited
hig time you know. But "celebrants" ran the fire-hose
""hneh/f
'Rer m

in through the transom and turn
ed it on. At the cost of a soaking
the professor pulled it down and
turned the tables.
Maybe I'm too fastidious, but
another quaint Iowa custom
grates on my eyes. Long stream
ers of what you can call "scott
tissue" if you're "polite" are
thrown up and left to dangle from
trees and wires. The dignified,
somewhat ponderous Daily Iowan, proud of its status as one of
the two college dailies which
serve a large off-campus clien
tele (Missouri's being the other)
was forced to take notice. In a
front page box the editors re
quested students to "refrain from
throwing rolls of toilet paper" at
the rallies. It detracts from the
spirit of the gathering, and might
hurt somebody.

But there's an accompanying
insatiable, half-vindicative de
mand for victory. If they do, they
are heroes; if they don't, they're
bums. Very few know the men
on the team personally, and you
don't stick to a semi-impersonal
business "through thick and
Maybee "ya gotta be a football
thin." There's no "Alma Mater"
hero." Maybe Big Time—-Rose,
song, win or lose.
Cotton, Sun, Orange, Sugar, Steel,

Contrast Iowa's huge rally be
fore its Hawks left to get swamp
ed by Minnesota (who wasn't?)
and the empty Rock Island sta
tion which watched them leave
for Notre Dame. Returning from
South Bend, after their 7-0 vic
tory softened the Irish for North
western, they needed a police es
cort. Then, next week, the Hawks
were a "bunch of dummies" for
an entire half as Bop Zuppke's
Fighting Illini ran them ragged
f°Ur Fears rooting for
with their airplane shift, the most
<Udn
t
feel
tar I
'
t'ke cheerIoWa's Golden (the complicated maneuver, bar none,
looth!i.
there,)
Hawkeyes smo- I've ever seen.
j.
httle South Dakota TISSUE PAPER

Dangling before the eyes of
any a Pacificite — editors and
Ws editors included—has al,jfs I*6611 the gilded lure of big
e. King Football sings his si"so^wtiws of Knute Rock«f Rah S f°Ur horsemen, shades
acme G,r^n8e ghosting his way
little rf,?dlron stripes—yes, even
6 °i the Pacific rising
to 0f\
Bear n'Uer California's Golden

With this game behind them
and "Sandy Claws" waiting for
them at home, the team broke

flVC touchdown

JC Hoops+ers

Chris KjeMteen's Stockton Jaysee basketball quintet rounded
out their practice game schedule
before Christmas with two
games, ©m toe Saturday preeed
ing vacation they defeated toe
Napa Rough Riders easily, 47-32.
And! on toe
following Monday
won another victory this time de
feating toe
Fuller Cresenzi of
Lodh 3S-35.
Both games were played pre
liminary to the varsity encount
ers. Main offensive instrument
for the Cubs in both contests 0 Three Button
was the cultured right hand of
0 Double Breasted
Joe Law.
0 Single Breasted

SUITS

Groceries

Pineapple, Ice, whatnot bowls—
sounds enticing. But turn the pic
ture over—don't stop with the
gilded front. And if this be big
time, I want none of it for Pacific.

Contractors, Builders, and

Fruits
leats
American and Channel

Stockton, Calif.

•

*

n^igtilar line of Suite

$24.50 u, $58.50
*

$12.50
Value

MEET THE GANG —AT—

$15.00
Value

BOBB

$17.50
Value

*

*

$10.65
$12.65
$14.65

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE

SLACKS

ON EL DORADO

i^iwnAatnP E R S O N A L I Z E D

S E P . V I C 6

$5.00 Value
$3.05.
$5.95 Value
$4.05
$6.95 Value
$5.85
$7.45 Value
$6-35
$8.50 Value
$7.45
Sweaters, Shirts, Neckwear
and all Furnishing Goods
greatly reduced.

Fine Furniture
Assured Qual
Personalized Service
KU PPENHRIMER CLOTHES

Construction
300 First National Bank Building

•

Sport Coats

Superintendents of

'°ne ®-®Ol7

$19.75 *> $54.75
Values of $25 to $60

* season's op-

SHEPHERD & GREEN

Broken Lot of Suits

417-21 E. Weber

Dial 9-9038

Hats and Furnishing Goods
"The Campus Shop for Roys*

439 East Main Street

PACIFIC

Patre S

TIGER

RHIZOMIA
S WINS
N HONORS
Teams, but no men; finally
A men; then ol' Sol went to bed too
early; then the pay-off rain, and
rain, and still heavy dew
R more
until piping sunlight from Flori

By BOB CONAWAY

This past week there canie
word from Bill Becker, a journal
ist of the first order now working:
in Phoenix, Arizona. He graduat
ed last spring, and his work on
the WEEKLY ran from editor
and business manager to sports
editor; in fact his "Beck Talk"
once occupied this column.
WILLIE HONORED
He was also a football letterman, showing much promise be
fore he had the misfortune of
breaking the same leg twice
within a year. Although doing po
lice reporting at the present time,
his sympathies are still with the
sporting world. Consequently, his
news that Willie Boyarsky was
chosen by the Fighting Irish as
an end on their all-opponent squad
was warmly reecived.
The following selections of the
Notre Dame team indicate the seleetness of Willie's company; ends
Boyarsky, Pacific, and Kreuger,
U. S. C.; tackles, Bauman, North
western, and Enich, Iowa; guards,
Lokanc, Northwestern, and Vitucci, Navy; center, Gillis, Army;
backs, Green, Iowa; Mazur, Army;
Robertson, U. S. C.; and Clawson, Northwestern.
Inasmuch as this was the open
ing game for both squads, the
"mighty mite" must have left a
real impression to withstand the
assaults of the entire season, to
say nothing of such wingmen as
Ison of Georgia Tech--a prominent
choice for ail-American honors.
And in his first season of varsity
ball. In the words of Becker, "Not
bad."
*A" LEAGUE PRESSURE
Contrary to prevailing opinion
Jaysee authorities did not seek
•r ask for admission to the socalled "A" division of the junior
college conference. The other
members arbitrarily placed the
Stockton and Salinas outfits in
the higher division; in fact, it
was the desire of league officials
to install the Cubs in the "A" di
vision in 1939 when Stockton first
applied for admission to the con
ference.
They prevailed upon to desist,
however, and the Cubs had one
year in which to become orient
ed. The footballers will have a
much easier time of it than the
track men, who placed second to
the Salinas aggregation in the
"B" meet. Also, in several at
tempts the cinder men failed to
better any of the "A" schools,
the Big Four—San Mateo, San
Francisco, Sacramento and Mo
desto.
WHERE'S JOE ?
The grass is always greener on
the other side of the fence—at
least until you get there.
The same holds true of gymna
siums. Spectators and performers
are discovering that a new gym
doesn't necessarily mean a good
gym.
Current complaints: The place
is too cold to be comfortable.
The maple floor, now receiving
a renovation after its recent
soaking and warping is still far
from being perfectly smooth.

da was suggested. But thanks
to the doggedness of Coaches
Earl Jackson and Chris Kjeldsen
the fall intra murals have finally
been concluded. The Rhizites
head the list as champions of the
fall semester with a total score
of 196. Points include volley ball,
swimming, tennis, and golf.
The last of the intramural
events to be held was golf. The
tournament was won by Archania, with Roy Cooper winning in
dividual honors by stroking the
tricky par 72 course with a
neat 83.
Starting January 14, basket
ball will begin. All teams that
wish to compete must turn in
entry blank with the. names of
all players on or before January
13. Saturday the gymnasium
will be open both morning and
afternoon for those teams which
wish to practice.

Former Pacificite
Is Ski Queen
If it's class you want, in some
thing shapely and feminine, leave
it to Pacific to come up with a
"cutie."
Thelma Burson, former Mu Zete
and judged one of the most beau
tiful girls on the College campus
in 1934 won the Ski Queen title
at Sacramento last Saturday
night in their annual carnival.
Miss Burson was under the
banner of the Stockton Ski Club
of which she is a member.
Jimmy Blumenstock, -Fordham's
ace halfback, is expected to an
nounce his engagement to Helen
O'Connell, vocalist in the Jimmy
Dorsey band.
Frankie Kovacs, the tennis co
median, likes to send his girl
friends elaborately packed jewel
ry from the five and ten—then
listen to them howL

.

Tigers Travel To San
Jose; Cubs Enter
Modesto Tourney
Spartan Attack Vs.
C. O. P. Stature

Jaysees Face Last
Year's Winners
Stockton Jaysee's basketball quintet
ioUrneys to Modesto this morning al°' g
with eiglYteen other junior colleges to
p„*iclpfte in the
This is the second year that the locals
have played in the tourney.
In their previous participation
they were markedly unsuccessful.
In two games they were dumped
twice. First a decidedly inferior
band of Salinas Jaysee Panthers
dumped them 3441. Then plying
in the consolation tournament
provided for those who were
eliminated in the first round they
were again beaten, this time by
Santa Rosa, 26-48.
OUTLOOK DARK
This season the outlook is, even
with optimists, not much bright
er, for, though the Cubs boast a
much stronger squad, they are
forced to tackle Los Angeles City
College in their', first game. Last
year the City College, always a
formidable five, won the tourna
ment and thereby the state cham
pionship by annexing three easy
victories in as many days.
The Cubs will take the court
tomorrow minus the much need
ed services of clever guard Ran
dy Smith, who is incapacitated
by two facial gashes, and the
much needed height of Jack
Toomay, who is absent indefi
nitely with a slight knee injury.
GUARDS PRIME
However, Bert Mason and Don
Sullivan, Stockton's great guards,
will be prime. In spite of the fact
that there have been only four
days of practice since the vacation
most of the men are in fine con
dition.
If the Baby Tigers can slip

Pacific's Tigers will boldly Sft
forth next Tuesday night for the SL f
half of their two-game series with a4
San Jose State Spartans. The gaiUe '
be played at San Jose, marks the sevJ?

•stop for the Ralph Francis, 1
ed Tiger team.
^
Continuing to improve
win
each contest the local
meets the toughest team that th
have faced all season. They—1
meet a real test against the i
k/v.,« ITr.il. >•- I .
y. missing
Because of all this enthusiasm,
- --h the Stat,
the College Ski Club got away to
ers because of a case of the (it
a fast start and held its first
will be back in the fold
or tt.
- ffor
tht
meeting of the new year last
Tuesday game, and will
Monday night.
. . _
The new club ski miester, Har- height and scoring ability to th.
old Monaghan, and his aide, Rol- Tigers offense.
Dick Uhrhammer and Hal Cat,
lie Romo, are working constantly
on new ideas and trips in which ruth have been spearheading th.
the club members may partici State attack with the great guard
pate. The program outlined is John Allen, being a whole defend
one of the most extensive ever against opponents. All three
attempted by this organization. these boys played with the Spar,
tans in their two game series
through the fingers of L. A. C. with the Pacific lads last season,
C., they will then face Santa which saw the locals grab the
Rosa Jaysee, by whom they first contest at Pacific 40-38, and
were vanquished decisively last be dumped roughly in the second
year. A loss to the City College game at San Jose.
would automatically put them
The new offense that the Tig
in the consolation tournament
ers are using this season, with
set aside for teams eliminated
their added height, has given
in the initial round.
them a better balanced club
than they presented in the pre
LINEUP
All games will be played in the vious season. All of the fellows
Modesto Junior College's gymna that Coach Francis will prob
sium. Contests will be played con ably start in the Tuesday game
tinuously from eleven in the were with the team last year,
and three of them should be
morning until eleven at night.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen's tenta with the quintet next winter:
tive starting liheup iincludes Ma
Bob Feller's price for a speech
son and Sullivan at guards. Law
and O'Connor at forwards and making tour through the west It
$200 per stop.
Mitchell at center.

Ski Club Plans
Week-End
Jaunts

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

our Products
AT

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

ia! Jewel k Laundry Co.

Dial 4-4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

© Omeo-a Phi
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The air conditioning system
seems to have forgotten its du
ties. The entrance and seating
arrangement is far from perfec
tion. And the dressing rooms—
ugh
Who said anything about a
"jinx gym"?
INCREASE DUE
Perhaps the terrible foul-shot
record of the Tigers in the Whittier contest may be excused for
a number of reasons. But—a
squad which sinks only four fouls
in eleven attempts must improve
before regular competition be
gins.

925 N. Wilson Way

© Rhizomia . .
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. Ed Denney

Bruisers"
handsome new super-brogues
that make you stand out
High tide of the trend to burlyshoes — as "right" as they are
rugged. Others approve their
looks — you appreciate their
protection and comfort in rough
weather or fair . . . Try on a
pair today.

Two words describe ice-cold
Coca-Cola ...delicious and re
freshing. Delicious, because it
is always a pleasure to taste.
Refreshing, because it leaves
a delightful after-sense of re
freshment. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it
the pause that refreshes with
ice-cold Coca-Cola.

YOU TASTE ITS

Bottled under anthnrltv r»f The rnr? rol" F

